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As the healthcare landscape shifts,
providers face growing demands
that threaten patient experiences,
operating margins, and even their
own professional success. Though
market challenges are complex,
the key to successful healthcare
transformation is a simple one,
though it’s often misunderstood or
mismanaged: growing high-ability
leaders.

as leaders return to the pressure
and challenges of their work
environment. Without long-term
reinforcement, leadership changes
tend to fall away, eclipsed by the
same behaviors or patterns that
kept leaders from thriving in the
first place. It’s no wonder the big
goals they’re chasing often don’t
materialize.

As it happens, a growing number
of studies link patient harm, low
morale, financial loss and wasteful
spending to poOr investment in
leadership development.

In this resource, you’ll learn how
adults are wired to learn and
change, and how your organization
can cultivate leaders who are
well equipped to thrive in a highpressure, fast-changing market.

Not all leadership development
approaches are worth your dollars,
however. Contrary to popular
practice, adult learning theories tell
us traditional approaches can be
wasteful, with early benefits fading

To that end, we’ll draw from expert
insights to zoom into what works,
what doesn’t, and what steps can
help you build leaders who deliver
considerable value to the patients
and communities you serve.

Do Our Leaders
Really Need Coaching?

What’s at Stake: Risk Factors and Ramifications
As the saying goes, what got you
here won’t get you where you need
to go next.
Want to know which healthcare
providers will outperform others in
your community months or years
from now? It’s those who adapt
how they lead today to drive the
transformation necessary in the
future.
While committing to continuous
growth is solid advice for leaders
in any industry, risk factors
are particularly alarming in the

healthcare arena. Take, for
example, clinical outcomes,
mortality, patient satisfaction and
financial performance. In a recent
article for the Harvard Business
Review (HBR), experts argue that
each of these factors (and more)
are directly linked to the quality of
leaders in healthcare environments.
The good news is that measurable
improvements have been
documented in hospitals and
health systems with “higher-rated
management practices,” as the
authors put it. The bad news is that

the flip side is also true: Inadequate
leadership in healthcare is a
breeding ground for medical errors,
poor staff retention, dwindling
morale, physician burnout, and a
breakdown of cohesiveness across
the organization.
What to do? Researchers writing
for the Journal of General Internal
Medicine offer this solution:
“Personal coaching, long utilized
in the business world, provides
a results-oriented and stigmafree method” to address these
challenges.
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It’s worth noting that clinicians who’ve risen to leadership
roles have an added set of challenges. That’s because unlike
management occupations in other industries, “physicians are
never taught to lead nor are they typically rewarded for good
leadership,” the HBR authors caution: “In most professions, the
people who demonstrate strong leadership skills are the ones
who take on greater leadership responsibilities at progressive
stages of their careers. In medicine, physicians not only begin
managing teams early in their careers, but they rise through the
ranks uniformly.”
What’s more, burnout symptoms among clinicians are nearly
twice that of workers in other fields. When managed poorly,
that burnout leads to slips in patient safety and care, declining
relationships between patients and providers, high staff
turnover, and low productivity — certainly not a recipe for
acceptable patient or staff experiences.
Altogether, this means healthcare organizations who leave
leadership development to an occasional conference, training
session or individual leaders themselves can expect to
experience much loss ahead: financial loss, reputation loss, and
talent loss, to mention a few.

What can coaching
do for leaders?
y

Essential Leadership Traits in Healthcare
Ultimately, healthcare organizations that will thrive long-term are
those whose leaders are rethinking and redesigning healthcare
delivery, uncovering new ways to use dwindling resources while
maintaining strong patient focus, argues the National Center for
Healthcare Leadership.
To make that possible, organizations must nurture leaders who
are nimble, resilient and adaptable: courageous enough to try
something new, course-correct, and try again. Soft skills like
self-awareness, emotional resiliency, influence and self-regulation
also have dramatic impact on organizational outcomes. After all,
a leader who advocates the open discussion of ideas yet shuts
down opposing perspectives may instead kill innovation and
instigate fear, oblivious to the effects of his or her behavior. While
these are common-sense implications, this dynamic remains a
common pattern at many hospitals.
In all, we believe effective leadership development should first be
focused on the “self.” Before a leader can impact the organization
in powerful, positive ways, they must first impact their teams.
That transformation doesn’t happen by accident, and the path to
get there varies wildly from one person to another. That brings us
to the next question: Why bother coaching high-performers?

One study found 92% of
organizations reported
improvements in leadership
and management
effectiveness since coaching
was introduced.
CHIUMENTO RESEARCH

y

77% of surveyed leaders said
coaching had a significant
impact on business measures.
Productivity and employee
satisfaction were cited as the
most significantly impacted.
INTERNATIONAL COACH FEDERATION

y

The top 3 indicators of
successful coaching were
sustained behavioral change,
increased self-awareness
and understanding, and more
effective leadership, according
to a study by the Leadership
Development Forum.
CONSULTING PSYCHOLOGY JOURNAL
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“It’s no secret that high
performers of all stripes
swear by coaching. Everyone
from Google’s founders to the
rock band Metallica credits
coaches with getting them
where they are today (or
keeping them there).”
“GETTING YOUR EMPLOYEES A COACH WILL
MAKE THEM HAPPIER (AND YOU RICHER)”
INC. MAGAZINE

Why Coach High-Performers?
Professional athletes, market
innovators and artistic prodigies
all have a longstanding tradition
of magnifying their skills with
expert coaching. Likewise, highperforming healthcare leaders are
ideal candidates for individualized
leadership growth.
While some are “born leaders” with
innate charisma and good instincts,
most leadership skills must be
learned or refined, argues Roberta
Sonnino, a physician writing for the
Journal of Healthcare Leadership.
“Leaders who believe they can do
it without any formal training often
succeed for some time,” she writes,
“but eventually will encounter
critical situations they are not
prepared to handle alone. Then they
urgently seek the resources to help
them succeed, often too late to
salvage a career.”

When critical situations arise,
finding help among peers can be
tricky. “Every single person inside
[your organization] has an agenda
of some sort,” cautions Gretchen
Gavett, editor for the Harvard
Business Review, reporting on
a Stanford University survey of
senior executives. “This makes
the coaching environment a rare
and safe space to [work through
issues],” she explains.
In some organizations, lingering
misperceptions of leadership
coaching as remedial can
sabotage the growth of skillful
leaders, especially as they rise
to new levels of responsibility
and influence. Every role change
requires the leader to shift the way
they lead, meaning self-awareness
and intentionality are critical.

“Whether you’re a nurse, patient
care coordinator, an administrator
or middle manager, when you get
promoted, almost instantly you will
be expected to have new skills you
didn’t have before,” argues Ellis.
Far from punitive, coaching is a
powerful skills enhancer that top
performers have leveraged for ages
in other industries. “There really is
not a single top athlete who does
not have a coach,” writes Gavett.
“CEOs should not be insecure
about this issue, and instead see
coaching as a tool for improving
their already high performance.”
Rather than a sign of weakness,
seeking out a coach is “a key
attribute of a superior leader,”
Gavett adds. “It could help make
the difference between a good
organization and a visionary one.”
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How Adults Learn:
Common Pitfalls
It’s a common predicament: You attend a
conference, watch an online course or spend
time with a mentor, hear fascinating insights,
take copious notes, and then… nothing.
By the time you’re back to work, the ideas
you thought could catapult your impact on
the job are fuzzy memories, trampled by
daily responsibilities and relegated to your
“someday” mental file. Before you know it,
you’re back to old habits and challenges that
hindered your progress in the past.
In reality, behavioral change — the kind
that lasts and improves outcomes in
sustainable ways — takes time. While it’s
tempting to rush past the learning process,
a disproportionate focus on quick wins can
subvert long-term results. That’s precisely
where many organizations go wrong with
leadership development, reaping little to no
return for their efforts.

Getting Past “The Forgetting Curve”
In the late 19th century, German
psychologist Hermann Ebbinghaus
pioneered experimental memory
studies, culminating with his
discovery of “The Forgetting Curve.”
Ebbinghaus showed that if new
information isn’t applied, we’ll
forget about 75% of it after just six
days. Put simply, it’s a matter of
“use it or lose it” for leaders looking
to enhance their knowledge,
attitudes and impact.
What to do, then? Steve Glaveski,
a corporate innovation consultant,
explains we’re learning at the
wrong time: “People learn best
when they have to learn,” he writes
in the Harvard Business Review.
In a practical sense, that means
we only retain lessons we apply to

real-world situations using spaced
repetition.
Learning over time “takes
advantage of the psychological
spacing effect, which demonstrates
a strong link between the periodic
exposure to information and
retention,” Glaveski continues.
“Studies show that by using spaced
repetition, we can remember about
80% of what we learn after 60 days
— a significant improvement.” More
than a good idea, it’s a biological
reality we’ve ignored too long in
professional development, he
writes.
This biological reality is why
exposure to executive coaching
should be a “a required component
of senior leader development,”

advocates Sonnino in the Journal
of Healthcare Leadership. Sonnino
calls executive coaching the “ultimate
example of sustained support,” where
learning is reinforced and becomes
embedded as participants apply what
they learned as real-life issues arise.
Researchers in a pilot study on
the delayed effects of leadership
coaching agree, explaining that
learning requires a period of
incubation or a triggering event
before it manifests in behavior.
“Initial evidence now exists to show
that [coaching clients] require time
to clarify, consolidate and enact
personal learning facilitated during
coaching,” they write in a piece
published in Coaching: International
Journal of Theory, Research and
Practice.
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Reprogramming
One’s Auto Pilot
Often, obstacles to fruitful change lie in
automatic behaviors and long-held beliefs that
must be confronted before change can flourish.
Many leaders aren’t aware of how others
perceive them, or how their behaviors hinder
others. Those blind spots aren’t likely to
come to light or be resolved over a weekend
conference, networking event or other routine
peer exchanges.
In reality, leaders who achieve significant
improvements in how they impact people
and results are those who routinely examine
past experiences and mindsets, reframe their
perspective, and choose new behaviors.
The illustrations on the right, developed
by our partners at JCD Advisors, provide a
representation of those behavioral dynamics.
Allow us to stress this point: For behavioral
change to last and new competencies to take
root, leaders must not focus solely on results,
or even the desired behaviors themselves.
Those improvements come when the leader
digs deeper, guided by an executive coach,
to understand mental models, paradigms,
experiences, and driving motivators — then
connecting this self-awareness to habits that
impact outcomes.
Altogether, effective transformational coaching
goes beyond superficial changes to deliver
dramatic improvements by tackling each of the
components represented in the illustrations.
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It may take up to 254 days
to form a new habit.

To make that possible, both client
and coach must commit to distinct
roles:

EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

Role of the Client:
y Examine experiences
y Reframe mental models
y Choose new behaviors
y Achieve improved results
Role of the Coach:
y Clarify results
y Observe behaviors
y Challenge paradigms
y Support insights
Putting it all together, we can
reason that this depth of work is
inaccessible though short-lived
learning formats (e.g. seminars,
consulting, casual mentor
interactions) that lack steady
support and accountability over
time.

By contrast, long-term coaching
helps leaders outsmart “The
Forgetting Curve” we examined
earlier. Coaching relationships
also align with a lean, “just-in-time”
learning methodology Glaveski
recommends for sustainable
change:
1.

Learn the core of what you
need to learn now.

2.

Apply to real-world scenarios
immediately.

3.

Receive immediate feedback
and refine your understanding.

4.

Repeat the cycle.

For how long? — you might ask.
While studies don’t pinpoint
how long an executive coaching
engagement should last, a
study on habits published in
the European Journal of Social
Psychology tells us it may take up
to 254 days to form a new habit.
In our experience, that’s consistent
with the trajectory of leaders
looking to sustain improvements in
a high-pressure environment that
is always evolving and throwing
new challenges their way.
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The Impact Curve
Even “natural-born” leaders hit a wall and
stop progressing without intentional, guided
development.
The good news is that expert guidance applied in
the midst of a challenge is an unbeatable recipe for
deeper learning and sustained behavioral change.
Some aspects of crisis management, for instance,
can only be learned in the midst of a crisis. It’s the
difference between reading a recipe and getting
your hands dirty to cook up a masterful dish.
Of course, each leader’s path must be as
personalized as his or her strengths, challenges,
and circumstances. We recommend an
individualized, long-term approach to maximize
each leader’s impact on his/her team, organization,
patients and community.

Report: Top-Performing
Organizations Cultivate a
Coaching Culture
y

High-performance organizations
establish coaching as an organization
competence.

y

Five times as many high-performance
organizations use coaching,
compared to lower-performing
organizations.

y

The visible support and modeling
of coaching by top leaders is key to
building a culture of coaching.

y

The lack of executive-level
sponsorship for coaching is a prime
obstacle to market performance.
INSTITUTE FOR CORPORATE PRODUCTIVITY
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Your Turn:
Discerning Next Steps
With so much at stake — from patient and staff
satisfaction to organizational growth and operating
margin — healthcare organizations have little chance
of success apart from investing in their leaders.
That investment must consider the individual goals
and challenges of each leader and support their
progress in a way that works with, not against, the
ways humans are wired to learn and change.
As we’ve covered, among the many learning formats
available to leaders, long-term executive coaching is
one that’s best aligned with cognitive behavior
dynamics and lasting change.
The question then, is how to vet potential coaches for
the best chance of success. In our experience
developing hundreds of healthcare leaders over two
decades, we’ve found five critical traits help maximize
results:

3

A proven method, with
demonstrated successes
and satisfied clients. When
considering a leadership
coaching partner, it shouldn’t
be difficult to find a peer
willing to provide a reference
and share their results.

3

Consistent, one-onone guidance to ensure
improvements are sustained,
long-term. (By contrast, don’t
invest in coaches who provide
recommendations, then leave
your leaders to implement
them on their own.)

3

Familiarity with the
intricacies of patient
care and the unique
dynamics of the
healthcare environment.

3

Individualized
assessment, goals
development, and
coach-client matching,
recognizing that every
leader requires a unique
approach and application
of tools and methods.

3

Go slow to go fast:
Effective learning
takes time. Long-term
development is your best
chance of accelerating
your progress in the long
run.

However you choose to advance clinical and business goals, make
formal leadership development a routine part of your leaders’ career
evolution, advises the Journal of Healthcare Leadership.
Those big changes you’re contemplating to elevate your organization
hinge on your leaders’ ability to earn trust, drive engagement around a
shared vision, and thrive personally, just as they help others around them
thrive.
Don’t sabotage outcomes by skimping on your leaders’ development.
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Gain clarity on proven paths
for growing your leaders and
advancing business goals.

SCHEDULE YOUR

Complimentary Exploratory Session
855.450.4508



medi-leadership.org

“My healthcare executive
coaching experience with MEDI
has been instrumental in my
ability to close the gap between
perceptions of my leadership
style and my intentions. It has
helped me develop trust within
professional relationships and be
a considerably more effective
leader.”
MONIKA MATHUR, MD,
CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER
TEXAS HEALTH HARRIS METHODIST
HOSPITAL ALLIANCE

“I chose MEDI Leadership for
two reasons: First, their bench
of coaches is impressive, with
various former healthcare
executives and decades of
healthcare executive coaching
experience. Second, their
approach is very practical. They
impart principles and brainstorm
approaches that are accretive
to our daily work, making the
experience not only immediately
impactful, but also relevant to
long-term, sustainable leadership
growth.
MARK MUGIISHI, MD, FACS
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
AND CHIEF HEALTH OFFICER

“Whenever you’re contemplating
big changes and want to create
something special, it’s important
to start with leadership.
What we’re trying to create is
coordinated movement, and that
doesn’t happen by pointing to a
metric and saying, ‘everybody
go there.’ It requires the ability
to influence people and get
buy-in to your vision. The most
effective way we do that is
through coaching.”
MATT TROUP
HEALTHCARE CEO
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About MEDI Leadership
MEDI Leadership, founded in 2000, is the largest executive coaching firm in
the nation dedicated exclusively to the healthcare industry. As a service of
Navvis, MEDI Leadership works with individuals, teams, and organizations
to increase transformational leadership proficiency and drive improved
performance, faster.
The MEDI Leadership coaches are known and respected industry experts
with a unique blend of healthcare leadership and coaching experience. The
coaches’ skillsets, coupled with the proven MEDI Method that leverages
transformational coaching, result in sustained behavior change and
leadership growth.

executive coaching | team transformations | cohort coaching
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